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Quantitative social science launched its invasion of American 
1 history during the years 1957 to 1961 . In 1957 , Lee Benson, a his torian 
schooled in sociology, published a sweeping critique of "impressionistic" 
treatments of nineteenth-century American elections and called for 
historians to expand their definition of primary sources beyond 
newspapers and manuscripts to include quantifiable data . Four years 
later Benson added practice to preachment , relying heavily on a quanti-
tative analysis of elec tion returns to produce a brilliant and original 
interpretation of American politics in the 1830s and 40s . In a paper 
delivered in 1957 , two Harvard economists , Alfred H .  Conrad and John R .  
Meyer , reinvigorated the discussion of an old historical problem and 
initiated the new "econometric history" by demonstrating the profitability 
both of slavery and o f  applying modern economic theor y and techniques 
to his tor y. By  1960 , the "cliometricians , "  as they were j ibingly 
labeled , were holding annual conferences at Purdue to coordinate 
research efforts and criticize each o ther ' s  papers . A year before , the 
historian Merle Curti,  assisted b y  several o ther historians and his 
psychologist wife Margaret , published a quantitative historical study 
2 
of community social s tructure and mobility, which , along with the work 
of Stephan Thernstrom, inspired legions of students to take up the "new 
social history . "
2 
The response by the historical profession ' s  elite was 
rapid , but by no means single-minded . To the sometimes strident 
demands of the devotees of the new history that traditionally-trained 
historians "retoo l ,  rethink, reform, or be plowed under , "  as one 
older economic historian caricatured the new program , some his torians 
at first reacted with fright , irrationality , and something close to 
panic . Arthur Schlesinger , Jr . ,  whose descrip tion of Whig and Jacksonian 
electoral coalitions had failed Benson's systematic numerical tests , 
retreated behind a hastily-erected wall of dogma . "Almos t  all important 
questions , "  Schlesinger proclaimed , "are important precisely because 
they are not susceptible to quantitative answers . "  In a presidential 
address to the American Historical Association, Carl Bridenbaugh issued 
a j eremiad against the infiltrating priests of the new religion, 
warning his fellow his torians never to "worship at the shrine of that 
Bitch-goddess ,  QUANTIFICATION,113 
Others kept their wits a bit better , declaring the historical 
faith broad enough to encompass another sect. Reminding his readers 
that enthusiasm for social science had repeatedly waxed and waned within 
the American his torical profession in the twentieth century , c. Vann 
Woodward suggested that "rhetorical indignation and the nee-Luddite 
posture of our conservatives are not effective responses . Smashing 
computers is no t quite the answer . "  If Woodward seemed to yearn for a 
revolution which would overthrow the contemporary regime of historical 
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craftsmen who were "even more addicted than those of earlier generations 
to over-specialization and narrowness of subj ect matter , "  whose 
"monumental patience" produced such "unimpressive conclusions , "  he was 
doubtful of the revolutionaries ' prospects for vic tory and skeptical of 
h . . . . 4 t eir utopian visions . 
A third response to the social scientific proselytizers , 
especially popular among graduate s tudents and younger historians , 
was fraternization and -- usually timid -- collaboration, Thus , a 
traditionally-trained historian who found Guttman scaling helpful in 
his study of the mid-nineteenth century British Parliament , William O .  
Aydelotte , nevertheless carefully qualified his endorsement of the use 
of quantitative methods .  "Quantification , "  h e  remarked in a set of 
essays advocating its employment in historical s tudy "is merely an 
ancillary too l ,  one of several , that can , for certain classes of 
questions , be of some help . "  From 1965 to 197 0 ,  120 his torians , many 
of them no less hesitant than Aydelotte,  attended summer seminars in 
historical data analysis at the University of Michigan� 
Nonetheles s ,  by 1970 the noisy initial skirmishes were over . 
Formidable beach-heads of research had been established in social and 
political history , while in economic history the cliometric generals 
had won decisive victories . The econometric historians were powerful 
enough to take over the s trongest disciplinary j ournal , the Journal of 
Economic History, while their social and political counterparts 
started new ones -- the Journal of Social History (1967 ) ., Historical 
Methods (1967 , and the Journal of Interdisciplinary History (1970) . 
The body of work based on the analysis of quantitative data was impres-
sive .  In political history, the "ethnocultural thesis" rested on 
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examinations of p atterns of voting returns in ethnically and religiously 
homogeneous geographic areas ; the theory of "critical elections , "  on 
correlations of election returns by area across time ; and various 
hypotheses about the behavior of particular legislative bodies , on 
Guttman scaling and f ac tor analyses of roll calls . 6 In social history, 
scholars tabulated the extent to which individual family heads remained 
in the same area or the same occup ational rank over time ; demogr aphers 
charted changes in marriag e ,  birth, and death rates , as well as in 
family s ize and type ; while other social historians graphed patterns 
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of wealth and landholdings and alterations in those patterns . Economic 
historians used s t atistical techniques and neoclassical theory in their 
often s trikingly novel treatments of economic growth , slavery,  human 
and nonhuman capital formation, demographic and technological change , 
8 and fiscal and monetary policy. More selfconsciously theoretical than 
the other s ,  the cliometricians developed the explicit counterf actual 
model . Usually trained as economists , they sprinkled their work 
9 
liberally with regression equations and complex supply and demand cur ves . 
By contrast , scholars in the o ther two fields typically identified 
themselves with the concerns and more literary s t yle of history, in 
which mos t  of them had received their degrees . B y  the end of the 1960s , 
then, a growing band of quantifiers had moved beyond propagandizing 
and built a scholarly edifice which was grand enough to inspire a new 
10 
review article indus try. 
In the 1970s , quantifiers gained f airly substantial legiti-
macy in the eyes of the profess ion, greatly extended their range of 
5 
topics and geographical areas , and , for the first time , became visible 
to the lay public . 11 In 197 4 and 1975 heavily quantitative works b y
S tephan Thernstrom and Robert W .  Fogel and Stanley L .  Engerman won Bancroft 
prizes , and o ther books which relied largely on numeric e vidence captured 
12 
honors disbursed by the American and Southern Historic al Associations . 
Fogel and Engerman ' s  belligerentl y  cliometric Time on the Cross , which 
reportedly sold more than 20 , 000 copies , was the subj ect not only of 
numerous popular reviews , but of news s tories in Time and Newsweek .
13 
American scholars pushed the quantitative frontiers b ack into the Middle 
Ages and out to China, Japan , Africa, Latin America, and Eas tern Europe .
14  
When an article on the s t yles of Vivaldi , Zeno , and Ricci containing not 
only five reproductions of p aintings , but also two tables and four gr aphs 
appeared in a j ournal founded to disseminate the new history,  it  was a 
pretty good sign that quantific ation had arrived . 15 
A less impress ionistic indication of its growing acceptance 
was the increase in the extent to which ar ticles published in mains tream 
professional journals were based on quantitative d at a. Table 1 is a 
t able of tables . 16 Since not every "quantitative" article is equally
quantitative ,  and since the number of pages in each j ournal d iffers 
somewhat from issue to issue and from year to year , e ven excluding book 
reviews , bibliographies , social notes , and ad vertisements , I formed an 
index of the amount of quantitative material published b y  simply 
counting the number of tables and dividing that figure by the number of 
pages devoted to original articles ,  research notes , and review articles . 
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Table 1 cont ains the results in t ables per pag e ,  multiplied by 100 for 
ease of reading, for eighteen years' worth of issues of five leading 
j ournals which together roughly represent the scholarly interests of 
most professional historians in America: the American Historical 
Review, the Journal of American History, the Journal of Modern History, 
the Journal of Southern His tory, and the William and.Mary Quar terly. 
Their combined circulation in 1978 was approximately 48 , 50o. 1 4
The most striking feature o f  Table 1 i s  the growth in tables 
per page from the beginning to the end of the period . From 1961 to 196 4 ,  
three o f  the five j ournals averaged less than one table for every one 
hundred pages of text,  and the overall average was slightly over one. 
In thirteen of the forty-five j ournal-years during the 1960s , there were 
no tables published in any issue. By contras t ,  each of the journals,  
averaged more than one table for every 200 pages for ever y year during 
the 1970s , and the overall average nearly quintupled from the 1961-1964 
period to that of 197 4-1978 . A Chi-Square test on that part of the table 
cont aining yearly d ata for all five j ournals reveals that the,chanee was 
less than one in a thousand that such a pattern would have been produced 
if the average number of tables per page had been the same in every 
year -- that is , had they not grown with the passage of time . To obtain 
a better indication of the trend , we can relax a few statistical 
assumptions and run a linear leas t-squares regression of the ninety cell 
entries inside the double lines on time (t=l , 2 ,  . • .  , 18 ) . The resulting 
parameter estimates are :  
tables /page (x 100) = 0.280 + 0. 302 (time) . 
Thus , in each year during the sixties and seventies , the average j ournal 
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which printed 500 p ages of text published one and a half more tables 
(5 x .302) than it had the previous year . 18 The time trend by itself 
explains 32. 7 percent of the variance in the number of t ables per p age . 
More complex equations and procedures could be tried , but the assump-
tions have already been strained a good deal , and the result is clear 
enough -- the amount of published material which displayed a 
quantitative bent expanded markedly after 1965. 
( Table 1 about here 
A few differences between j ournals may also be noted . The 
AHR, which serves the widest audience and co vers the broadest range of 
geographic areas and longest timespan of the five,  published the fewes t 
tables , and the JMH, which concentrates on European his tory, the next 
fewest .  United S t ates historians of Europe and nonwestern countries are 
app arently less prone to quantify than are Americanists . The fact that 
the William and Mary Quarterly, a j ournal of colonial America, printed 
more tables than any of the other four demonstrates the plentitude of 
pre-1800 quantitative d ata for this hemisphere , while the f act that the 
JAR and JSR showed the most marked growth in the number of tables belies 
the rather conservative reputations of those j ournals . 
Table 2 charts the number of tables per p age for selected 
years of five organs of social scientific history. The Journal of
Economic History, the Journal of Interdisciplinary History, and the 
Journal of Social His tory are b ased in the United States , although 
they publish articles on the history of a great many countries and 
often contain papers b y  foreign scholars . 
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Annales : Economies , Societes , Civilis ations is the leading French 
j ournal of historical social science and Vierteljahrschrift Fur 
Sozial-Und Wirtschaf tsgeschichte is West German . All of these journals 
published more t ables per p age than the five mainstream journals , and 
all showed an increase in the number of tables from the 1960s to the 
1970s . The gap between the mains tream and specialized j ournals , 
however , closed a bit over the period , as a comparison of t ables 1 and 
2 shows . As expected of the leading j ournal in the area mos t  identified 
with quantific ation , the JEH published more (and longer) t ables than 
any of the others. The s ample of the JEH , ANN, and VSWG is too small 
to determine whether there were any significant differences in the 
journals of different countries , but the numbers appear to be fairly 
close. The quantitative revolution is not confined to America. 
( Table 2 about here ) 
But quantification may involve more than simply counting and 
calculating elementary descriptive st atistics . If the number of t ables 
seemed to reach a plateau during the 1970s , they were increasingly 
sophis ticated , as regression and correlation coefficients , Lorentz 
curves , and discriminant , probit,  and logit analyses began to supplement 
raw counts of d at a. Tables 3 and 4 chart the growth in the number of 
"sophis ticated" t ables , that is , those which presented more than 
counts ,  percentages , and simple measures of central tendency and 
dispersion . 
( Table 3 about here ) 
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As a comparison of Tables 1 and 3 shows , historians in 
America have increasingly realized the usefulness of counting , but 
relatively few seem to have reached the level of an introductory 
one-semester s tatistics course,  or at least .few authors and editors 
believe that their readers have . The contras ts between j ournals and 
between the beginning and end of the period parallel those in t able 1 .  
The number of "sophistic ated" t ables rose from none in 1961-196 4 to 
84 in 197 4-1978 , and nearly five-sixths of that increase came in two 
journals , the JAH and W&M. Even so , the five j ournals averaged only 
one sophisticated t able per 100 pages in the las t  period . 
Table 4 ,  which displ ays the number of sophisticated tables 
per page in the more specialized American and foreign j ournals , 
demonstrates both the general growth in expertise and an impor tant 
dis t inction between social historians on the one hand and economic 
and political historians on the othe r .  The JEH , which averaged only 
three sophis ticated tables per year in the early 1960s , progressed 
to twenty-six per year in the late 1970s . The JIH , which publishes 
in all three sub-fields of social scientific his tory, averaged only 
slightly fewer methodologically advanced t ables per page in the 1 970s 
than the JEH . The nature of the data typically available made i t  
apparent much earlier in economic and political than in social history 
. . 1 19that one had to go beyond mere counting to get interesting resu ts . 
For much economic and political data is available only for aggregates , 
such as counties , states , or industries , while information 
which is recorded for individuals is of ten either too bulky and 
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intricate to yield its pattern to s imple procedures , as in the case 
of legislative roll calls , or indecipherable without more complex 
treatment , as in the use of price-quantity pairs to es timate supply 
and demand curves . While the degree of s tatistical expertise requisite 
for the practice of economic and political history may have somewhat 
slowed progress and raised barriers to entry into these branches of 
the discipline , there have been benefits as well.  Because they are 
used to employing more advanced techniques ,  political and 
especially economic historians find it much more natural than social 
historians do to posit multivariate explanations and attempt to sort 
out the separate influences of many different independent variables 
on some dependent variable . Since their data sets often contain 
information not only on individual actions , but on the social settings 
of behavior as well , those who study politics or the economy are ,  
ironically, rather more prone t o  emphasize the importance o f  variations 
in the social context of human acts than are social historians . 
That social history would benefit from the application of 
more complex s tatistical techniques to data collected at both the 
20 individual and aggregate levels appears plain. That social historians
are moving in this direction is not so clear . Although Table 4 evidences 
a slight trend toward a higher level of methodological expertise in the 
social history j ournals ,  throughout the period the JSocH, ANN , and VSWG 
published far fewer sophisticated tables than the JEH and JIH, 
and in all three social history j ournals ,  the percentage of tables 
which went beyond counting and other simple measures fell below that 
11 
in four of the five mainstream j ournals ( compare the penultimate rows 
21 
in tables 3 and 4) . 
( Table 4 about here 
* * * * * * * * * * 
What has quantitative social scientific history achieved in 
the two decades since its emergence? Firs t ,  its practitioners have 
shown that old topics may be viewed in novel ways or that old evidence 
may be supplemented by material unusable before the advent of modern 
data-processing equipment . Now, for the first time , the a ttitudes of 
the pre-survey electorate , rather than j ust those of politicians and 
22 
newspaper editors , have become prime obj ects of attention . Instead 
of looking at cities or rural communities only from the limited points 
of view of those who lef t written records , we can follow the life 
courses of groups of ordinar y people , seeking to explain their 
differing experiences by variations in the areas where they lived , the 
economic conditions they faced , their ethnic and class positions , and 
23 
so on . Fundamental facts about the lives of slaves , peasants ,  and 
proletarians , as well as of slaveholders , gentry, and bourgeoisie 
can , through the use of social s cientific theory and statistics , be 
2 4  
analyzed rigorously. 
Second , infected by the social scientis ts ' penchant for open 
generalization , historians are beginning to talk more readily about new 
topics , of s ystems and structures , rather than merely o f  even ts; of the 
traits of broad political eras , rather than single elections; of the 
structure of wealth holding , rather than of individual s tories of mobility 
or riches; of the determinants of economic growth , rather than the 
experiences of single firms ; of changes in the f orms of collective 
violence ,  rather than unique strikes . 25 Family recons titution and 
statistical studies of other available demographic records allow 
12 
historians t o  recover an implicit his tory of patterns of births , mar-
riages , and deaths which was unknown to those actually living at the 
time . 26 What c ould be farther from the traditional narrative of 
events , or more basic to the existences of the masses of people? 
This is not t o  claim that historians who draw on the tech-
niques of the s ocial sciences always seek to make large generalizations , 
or that they usually try to perform rigorous tests of alternative explicit 
mathematical models . 27 Indeed , my impression is that most recent books 
and essays by historians who.count are overloaded with mere description, 
insufficiently theoretical , or shackled to questions p osed by traditional 
historiography , and several essayists have warned that quantitative 
history may devolve into "mind less empiricism" or "quantitative anti­
quarianism . 11 28 To borrow terms fr om Thomas Kuhn, without a "Copernican
Revolution" in a discipline, how can one expect the products of one period 
of "normal science" t o  differ very much from those of the next? It may 
be , however , that s ome of Kuhn ' s  critics are c orrec t ,  that we shouldn 't 
expect changes t o  be s o  radical and swift ,  but rather to arrive gradually 
and piecemeal , that the very criticisms aimed at conservative quantifiers 
will eventually produce a c onsensus upon a new paradigm for historical 
study, and that we can best proj ect the eventual trend in s ocial 
scientific history by concentrating on the most advanced segments of 
the profession.29 
A f ocus on that group , the economic his t orians , reveals 
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a third achievement of social scientific his torians . Despite the s ome-
times fratricidal battles among quantifiers , many of their arguments 
can , at least in principle, be fairly satisfactorily resolved. That 
s ome of their disputes d o  not involve non-terminating matters of 
opinion raises the p ossibility, which has been discussed f or decades , 
if not centuries, that history may bec ome , at least in par t ,  a science .
3 0  
To take the most notorious example , i n  the wake of the cliometricians ' 
c ockfight over Time on the Cros s ,  too many onlookers failed to notice 
that most of the arguments were about methodological specifics : Was 
the sample representative? Were the assumptions for the estimates 
reasonable? Was the bas ic data biased ? Were the best statis tical 
procedures employed? Were the inferences logical? Despite the fact 
that many details were obscurely presented in their hastily-prepared 
second volume , Fogel and Engerman willingly provided their data, 
clarified their equations , and retraced their processes of reasoning 
for the benefit of even their mos t  antagonistic critics . Since both 
sides shared a c ommitment to the same basic theory and rules of 
statistical inference,  the debate c ould produce s ome light as well 
as so much heat , Although important differences of interpretation may 
well remain if the controversy is ever finished , it seems likely that 
nearly all economic hist orians will eventually agree on the basic 
facts about slave living c onditions , as they do now on the question of 
31 whether or not slavery was profitable (it was) . In c ontras t ,  it is 
much more difficult to resolve disagreanents bas ed on impressionistic 
evidence ,  since it is much harder to exchange Verstandnisse than computer 
tapes , Most of the maj or points in Time on the Cross are falsifiable ; 
14 
most of those in Eugene Genovese1s Roll, Jordan, Roll,  with which it 
shared the Bancroft Prize, are not . 3 2
The f ourth achievement of quantitative his tory has been the 
accumulation of intellec tual capital , the amassing in machine-readable 
form of several enormous and numerous smaller data sets which will pay 
intellectual dividends f or years to come . In ec onomic his t ory , the 
regional , sectoral , and national accounts estimates of the National 
Bureau of Economic Research studies , and the Parker-Gallman , Bateman-
Foust ,  and Ransom-Sutch census samples have laid the f oundations of 
impressive scholarly edifices , and the groundbreaking s tudies of 
American wealth 
similarly rapid 
by Lee S oltow and Alice Hans on J ones should s oon foster 
33 
development . In political his t ory , the massive file 
of electoral and Congressional data at the University of Michigan ' s  
Inter-University Consortium f or P olitical and S ocial Research , initially 
collected at the instigation of Lee Benson ,  has buttressed a great deal 
34 
of scholarship . In social his t ory , Theodore Hershberg ' s  2 . 5  million 
computerized records at the Philadelphia S ocial Hist ory Project , the 
large number of s ocial and geographic mobility s tudies inspired by 
Thernstrom ' s  work, and the considerable body of European and American 
demographic data , especially Ansley Coale ' s  European Fertility Proj ect 
and the large file now being developed by Robert Fogel and his 
11 b f h d . . 
3 5  
c o  a orators , appear to ores a ow increasing returns . It must be 
noted , however , that a great deal of computer-ready data remains in the 
hands of individual researchers,  despite repeated arguments that its 
centralization would be of maj or benefit to the scholarly c ommunity . 3 6
Such centralization would facilitate both the replication, with s omewhat 
15 
different methods or obj ectives , of individual s tudies , as  well as the 
linkage of diverse data sets in order to provide better t ests of 
hypotheses . Surely a comprehensive program to secure these widespread 
holdings and make them accessible to all scholars should become a 
crucial priority of professional c ommittees on quantification and 
funding agencies . 
The limited exposure of a great many historians to s ocial 
scientific theory and s tatistic s ,  and the thorough training of a much 
smaller number cons titutes the fifth accomplishment of quantitative 
his torians . In 1971, David S .  Landes and Charles Tilly c oncluded in 
History as S ocial Science that " the history student of t oday mus t  
learn s ocial science statistic s ,  c omputer techniques , model-building , 
and ancillary skills • •  , ,1137 To gauge the profession ' s  progress toward 
that goal , I sent ques tionnaires to the approximately 125 hist ory 
departments which have graduate programs , and received at least partially 
c ompleted replies from eighty-three universities . Fifty-three o.f these 
schools,  which amounted to 64 percent of the returned que s tionnaires and 
42 percent of those sent out ,  offered a c ourse in methodology or statis tics . 
Nearly all such courses , which enrolled an average of eight s tudents each , 
lasted f or a single quarter or semester and were taught by hist orians . 
The statistics component of these courses was elementary, c ompared t o  
analogous ones i n  the s ocial sciences : none required calculu s ,  only 
f orty-two t ook the s tudent through bivariate regression, thirty-three 
introduced multivariate regression, and but eight went on to more advanced 
levels . Introductory graduate-level methods c ourses in economics ,  and 
increasingly in psyc hology, sociology , and political science presume a 
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knowledge of elementary calculus , linear algebra, and s ome probability 
theory , and proceed well beyond ordinary least-squares regression 
analysis . On the theoretical sid e ,  only eight history departments had 
offerings in social scientific theory , but thirty-one encouraged their 
s tudents to take theory c ourses in other departments. 
While nineteen schools offered graduate sub-fields or language 
credits in quantitative history , and perhaps 500 students have taken 
method ology courses in departments ou tside his tory over the last few years , 
only five departments which responded to the questionnaire required all 
students to take at least one methodology course.  Clearly , there was s ome-
thing of a generational split over quantification ,  for while the respondents ,  
who were usually the "house quantifiers" in each department,  repor ted that 
s tudents in 71 percent of the schools were more interested in taking methods 
courses or reading his torical works based on s tatistics than their counter-
parts a few years ago, only 22 percent thought that their faculty c olleagues 
enthusiastically supported attempts to provide s tudents with s tatistical 
training . Of the s tudents who had taken methodology c ourses , about 64 
percent were in United States his tory , 22 percent in modern European, 
5 percent in pre-modern European, 4 percent in Latin American , and the 
rest were scattered or in unspecified fields . 
In addition to departmental offering s ,  approximately 
750 graduate s tudents and younger profess ors have attended the summer 
training programs which began at the University of Michigan in 1968 , 
the Newberry Library in Chicago in 197 2 ,  and Johns Hopkins University 
in 197 6 .  All offer short (four t o  eight week) , intensive introductory 
statistics c ourses for historians at approximately the same level as 
most regular term courses . In addition, the Newberry gives courses 
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contemporaneously in numerous areas of social hist ory and provides 
encouragement and continuing advice to its 400 alumni , a small number 
of whom go on to take more s ophisticated methods courses in s ocial 
science departments . Michigan ' s  summer program , which caters t o  
political scientists , concentrates much less o f  i t s  attention on 
historians than the Newberry ' s ,  but provides many more advanced 
statistics courses , of which a small but growing number of historians 
take advantage. Tiny c ompared to the other two, the hopkins program , 
38 while open to all , essentially serves Hopkins graduate s tudents . 
While the training currently available may be sufficient t o  
overcome the "math anxiety" which haunts many historians and enable 
them to read and evaluate many books and articles now being produced 
in social and p olitical hist ory , a four-week or one-term course which 
avoids calculus and linear algebra can hardly prepare anyone to com� 
prehend fully most present scholarship in economic his tory or the more 
advanced pieces in other fields, to conduct serious and technically 
advanced s tatistical research, or even to proceed to more complex topics 
through self-education, since a grounding in mathematics is necessary to 
grasp such methods firmly . Those who brave disciplinary b oundaries and 
adj ust to another field's different j argon and set of concerns will 
probably emerge more throughly trained than students who d o  not venture 
outside hist ory departments , but the often stiff prerequisites for 
s ocial science statistics courses and the lack of encouragement f or 
such. training from senior profess ors revealed in my survey will inhibit 
all t oo many history s tudents and younger faculty from taking full 
advantage of programs offered in other departments. 
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Moreover , the present s tructure of rewards and punishments 
offers s tudents little incentive to become really well trained , Since 
history departmental search and promotion c ommittees , as well as 
referees and editors for j ournals and presses , usually have too little 
method ological or theoretical expertise to distinguish between master 
and j ourneyman quantifiers , rational s tudents and younger faculty 
members will invest j ust enough of their energy in acquiring such 
skills to be sure of satisfying the c ommittees and publishers . Those 
untenured his torians spurred to impr ove their skills by a simple desire 
to learn and understand will rarely be able to divert enough time from 
their teaching duties and publishing necessities to bec ome expert at 
theory or statistics . Tenured historians will usually be too abs orbed 
in substantive proj ects to upgrade their skills or will rationalize 
their unwillingness to retool by muttering the d ogma about old canines 
and new tricks . In the short term, the profession might overcome these 
structural problems by adding c ompetent methodologists from hist ory or 
s ocial science departments to search and promotion c ommittees , j us t  as 
a small but increasing number of j ournals and presses are employing the 
ser vices of methodol ogically expert referees ; and by prevailing upon 
f unding agencies to set up a program of two-year postdoctoral training 
fellowships for historians . 39
In the longer term , hist ory departments are c ondemning many 
of their graduates to technological obs olescence by not requiring that 
they take even token methodology c ourses . By offering only elementary 
s tatistics and very few theory c ourses , departments are fostering 
dilettantism -- as such historians as Lawrence Stone acknowledge and 
appr ove . 
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Asserting that historians must c ontent themselves with "poking around in 
a social scienc e , "  and that they can only aim for "the s omewhat superficial 
overview of the enthusiastic undergraduate in the field , "  Stone opposes more 
thor ough s tatistical and theoretical training f or graduate s tudents in the 
discipline and in this c onnection openly disdains "that most idiotic of 
proverbs that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing . 11
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Sad to say , 
Stone ' s  profession of amateurism is echoed in practice by too many s ocial 
scientists , whose dabbling in his tory is no more productive of creditable 
historical social science than historians ' dabbling is of excellent s ocial 
. 'f' hi 
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sc1ent1 ic story . 
By shuttling students off to other departments t o  take theory 
and methods courses , then, history departments are missing an opp ortunity 
to integrate social scientific and traditional historical training , a 
c ombination which would benefit both sides . Yet only two (Michigan and 
Wisconsin) of the history departments rated in the top ten in the recent 
Ladd-Lipset sur vey offer graduate students the op tion of taking rigor ous 
programs in theory or methods as a normal part of the his t ory regimen , 
while two of the remaining eight (Princeton and Stanford) d o  not even 
give introductory methodology courses in their d epartments . 42 No d oubt
sweeping changes in hist orical graduate training will c ome first in less 
established schools , where those opposed to or skeptical of quantifi-
cation are less firmly entrenched -- at such places as Carnegie-Mellon ,  
with i t s  new "Applied Hist ory" program, or Caltech, where s ocial scientific 
history is beginning to be offered as a field of c oncentration in an 
interdisciplinary Ph. D .  degree program . 4 3
* * * * * * * * * * 
Since it is impossible in a short essay even to list all the 
uses historians in America have made of quantitative methods in the 
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past decade, I shall try t o  make a limited assessment and t o  proj ect 
future trends by focusing briefly on the eight volumes published at 
the time of this writing under the auspices of the Hist ory Advis ory 
Committee of the Mathematical S ocial Science B oard . 44 The products of 
conferences in which most of the leading quantifiers took par t ,  these 
volumes c ontain samples of s ome of the profession ' s  most quantitatively 
advanced work. The varied topics addressed in these collections of 
essays -- fertility , the family, race relations, slavery , mobility , 
the cities , the British economy, electoral and legislative behavior , 
and public policy -- indicate the wide scope of current research . 
Because there has been no c oordinated direction of research (as there 
has been in France), because the subj ects themselves are so diverse ,  
and becaus e  s ocial s cientific research in all these areas began 
relatively recently , these volumes do not consist of summaries or even 
preliminary syntheses . Indeed , with one partial exception ,  there are 
no real textbooks yet in s ocial scientific history , even though several 
books of readings and two very elementary statistics texts for his torians 
appeared in 
,
the early seventies .
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The essays in the MSSB volumes reflect the three maj or uses 
which hist orians have made of mathematics and s tatis tics: exploring 
the basic patterns in previously unexamined data, challenging or 
confirming older descriptions or explanations , and offering tentative 
interpretations or new frameworks t o  guide future research . In 
uncharted areas , nearly any explorer who counts c ounts ; that is t o  
say, even simple methods can yield significant findings . For 
example,  the c ompilation of data on the c ountry-by-country destina-
tions of African slaves by Philip D .  Curtin and others and the 
computation of rates of return on the British slave trade by Roger 
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Anstey carry profound implications for questions of c omparative slave 
treatment and the value of slave lives in the Americas , as well as 
the origins of British capitalism . By charting the lines of House and 
Senate careers , H .  D ouglas Price throws new light on the growth of 
p olitical professionalism in the United S tates , with all the implica-
tions of that development for pr oblems of p ower and policy . Other 
papers use more c omplex statistical techniques in an essentially 
inductive,  exploratory manner. 4 6  Thus , Kathleen Neils Conzen employs factor 
analysis to s ort out the s ocioeconomic traits of residential areas of 
antebellum Milwaukee; William 0, Aydelotte , Guttman scaling t o  determine 
the extent and timing of the split in the British Conservative party in 
the 1841-46 Parliament;  and Nancy H .  Zingal e ,  a c ombination of analysis of 
variance and correlational analysis to unravel the skeins of voting behavior 
4 7 
in Minnesota . 
Other papers operationalize and test the notions of more 
impressionistic historians and p opular thinkers . Peter H .  Smith finds 
the 1916-17 Mexican Constitutional C onvention delegates neither young 
nor underprivileged and his skillful delineation and explanation of 
convention cleavages , which is based on the techniques of factor analysis 
and automatic interaction detec tion, disclos es that no consistent s ocial 
patterns lay behind splits among the delegates . Gerald H. Kramer and 
Susan J ,  Lepper attempt to disentangle the effects of incumbency , 
seniority, and Presidential coat-tails from those of economic c onditions 
in determining votes for American C ongressmen through an iterative maximum-
likelihood estimation of regres sion parameter s .  Gilbert Shapiro and Philip 
Dawson systematically analyze the c ontent of French revolutionary cahiers 
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and correlate the results with an index of ease of entry into the nobility 
in an effort to determine whether bourgeois and aristocrats who lived in 
areas of relatively free social mobility were more or less likely to be 
revolutionary than denizens of less fluid j urisdictions .
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Finally , s ome of the papers , especially those by economists , 
import mathematicizable theories from other disciplines and specify their 
implications f or his torical problems . Two examples will suffice . In a 
brilliantsynthetic essay, Richard A. Easterlin blends s ociological theories 
with those of the s o-called "new home economics" to conc oc t a model of 
family fertility decisions , thus providing a rational s tructure of indivi­
dual choice f or demographic his tory , which is perhaps the least theoretical 
field of s ocial s cientific his t ory. In another paper which is likely to 
reshape much empirical work , Joseph A .  Swanson and Jeffrey G .  Williams on 
develop an abstract mathematical discussion of the locational decisions of 
firms which draws attention to quite different determinants of c omparative 
urban growth than previous theories had .
4 9  
The MSSB volumes typify the vanguard of the field in other ways 
as well . As a c omparison of Table 5 with the earlier data on scholarly 
j ournals will sh ow ,  these books contain a higher proportion of numeric 
tables per page than either the mainstream or specialized magazines , and a 
much higher proportion of the MSSB tables go beyond counts , percentages , and 
measures of dispersion and central tendency. Moreover, the eight works c on­
tain a good many of what might be termed "theoretical tables" :  supply and 
demand curves , simulations , hypothetical demographic patterns , and the like . 
Finally , his torians did not d ominate the conferences on which these t omes are 
based. Only a minority of the pages were filled with articles written 
s olely by people with Ph . D ' s  in history . Approximately as large a volume 
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represented contributions by economists and collaborators fr om two 
or more fields . The volumes thus reflect an observation perhaps more 
strikingly symbolized by the fact that the President in the third year 
of the Social Science Hist ory Ass ociation's existence in 1979-80 is 
a political scientist ,  Warren E· Miller : Quantitative s ocial scientific 
hist ory is genuinely interdisciplinary.  
( Table 5 about here ) 
Indeed , its interdisciplinary character has always been its strength 
and is now the guarantee of its c ontinued vigor .  The imp ortation of 
new and fruitful theories , methods , and modes of thought always stimu-
lates a field ' s  development , and s ocial scientific history is the 
entrepot for the products of so many disciplines : economics ,  political 
science,  s ociology , demography , geography , and even s ome s egments of 
anthrop ology. The frequent collisions between, for instance ,  economists 
armoured with theory and historians who habitually , and all too often ( fr om 
the economis ts ' point of view) c orrectly question whether the assumptions 
of s ome theory are met in the particular context usually result in 
improvements in both models and history . Furthermore , although declining 
j ob opportunities and the c onsequent cuts in the quantity and probably the 
quality of hist ory graduate students have decreased the role of graduate 
training in fostering the transition to a quantitatively-literate profess i on, 
the employment situation is better in s ocial science departments . SO As a 
result, the number of professionals interested in his torical s ocial science 
should continue to grow, regardless of trends in the number of his torians . 
And since the average s ocial scientist will be better trained in theory and 
s tatistics than the average his torian, the intellectual quality of s ocial 
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scientific history may well rise whether or not history graduate training 
becomes more quantitatively rigorous . Finally, if these prognos tications 
are even approximately correct , they raise a serious dilemma for the 
historical profession in America . The social scientific merchants have 
developed not only an extensive trade,  but a large demand within the 
his torical community for their valuable products and a comprador class 
to look after their interests in the new territory .  Isolationism would 
be ill-advised even if it were possible. 51 Can the average citizens 
of the increasingly colonized countr y afford to remain semi-literate in 
the traders ' language? 
TABLE l 
Tables Per Page (x 100) in Five 
Leading Historical Journals , 1 9 61-19 78 
Year 
1 9 61 
1 9 62 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
AHR 
l 
O* 
0 
0 
0 
3 
00 
5 
5 
1970 1 
1 9 71 2 
1 9 72 3 
1973 3 
1974 4 
1975 1 
1976 3 
1977 1 
1978 2 
1961-64 00 
1 9 65-69 3 
1 9 61-69 2 
1970-73 2 
1974-78 2 
1970- 78 2 
1961-78 
Number of 
Tables 151 
Number of 
Pages 7636 
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00 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
5 
10  
4 
3 
7 
6 
5 
10 
11 
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2 
l 
6 
8 
7 
291 
701 2  
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0 
l 
l 
9 
l 
0 
0 
00 
2 
1 
3 
5 
1 
5 
3 
1 
2 
5 
00 
1 
l 
2 
3 
3 
119 
6215 
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1 
l 
9 
0 
1 
4 
3 
4 
7 
l 
4 
5 
7 
3 
7 
5 
8 
2 
2 
2 
4 
6 
5 
203 
5523 
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2 
4 
l 
2 
4 
3 
4 
5 
4 
2 
10 
5 
9 
5 
4 
7 
2 
8 
2 
4 
3 
6 
5 
6 
398 
8830 
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All five 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
6 
4 
6 
1 
2 
2 
4 
5 
5 
1162 
35 ,21 6 
*One zero ind icates that no tables appeared at all. Two zeroes mean that 
fewer than 0.5 tables were printed for every 100 pages of 
text. 
Year 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
197 2 
1973 
1974 
197 5  
1976 
1977 
1978 
1961-69 
1970-78 
Number of 
Number of 
TABLE 2 
Tables Per Page (x 100) in Three S2ecialized 
American Journals and Two 
JEH JIH 
9 
17 
12 
6 
10 
12 
13 
15 
18 20 
19 17 
20 20 
17 
13 
19 15 
tables 580 7 62 
pages 3520 5224 
Euro2ean Journals * 
Journals 
JSocH ANN 
9 
6 
5 
11 
9 
8 
8 
11 
12 
10 
18 
13 
8 24 
18 12 
10 9 
9 7 
12 15 
5 7 9  5 96 
4 901 4845 
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VSWG 
4 
6 
9 
14 
16 
13 
6 
15 
160 
1611 
* The Journal of Social His tory and Journal of Interdisci2linary History 
were founded in 1967 and 1970, respectively. The o ther three j o urnals 
wer e sampled for three years each from each d ecad e. 
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TABLE 3 
Numb er of "So£histicated" Tables P er Page 
(x 100) in Five Leading His torical Journals , 1 971-1978 
Year Journals 
AHR JAH JMH JSH W&M All five 
1961 O* 0 0 0 0 0 
1962 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1963 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1964 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1965 0 0 0 0 00 00 
1966 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1967 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1968 00 00 0 0 0 00 
1969 0 0 0 0 1 00 
1970 0 5 0 0 0 1 
1971 0 0 0 00 1 00 
1972 0 0 0 1 1 00 
1973 0 1 0 0 00 00 
1974 0 2 00 00 2 1 
197 5  00 2 0 0 00 1 
1976 2 1 0 3 0 1 
197 7 0 7 0 0 0 1 
1978 0 2 0 0 0 00 
1961-64 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1965-69 00 00 0 0 00 00 
1961-69 00 00 0 0 00 00 
1970-73 0 1 0 00 1 00 
1974-78 00 3 00 1 00 1 
1970-78 00 2 00 00 1 1 
1961-78 00 1 00 00 00 00 
Percent of 
all tables 
1961-78 6 27 1 6 8 11 
N 9 78 1 13 31 132 
* Zero means no tables at all. Two zeroes mean less than 0 . 5  tables per 
100 pages , 
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TABLE 4 
Number of "SoEhisticated" Tables Per Page TABLE 5 
(x 100) in Five SEecialized Journals 
Some Characteristics of the Eight 
Mathematical Social Science Board Volumes * 
Year Journals 
JEH JIH JSocH ANN VSWG 
"Sophisticated" Number of 
1961 0 1 Discipline of Percent Tables/page Tables/page Theoretical 
1962 2 0 Authors Pages by x 100 x 100 Tables1GraEhs ** 
1963 00 0 
1964 
1965 0 
1966 0 History 37 31 6 5 1967 0 0 
1968 1 Economics 24 18 3 33 1969 0 
1970 0 0 Interdis ciplinary 15 22 8 0 1971 2 0 
197 2  4 1 Political S cience 10 21 10 1 1973 7 00 
1974 00 00 So ciology, 1975 4 1 0 
197 6  4 4 0 1 0 Anthropology 8 22 2 
0 
1977 3 2 3 1 00 Demography, 1978 3 2 00 0 Geography 3 20 6 4 
1961-69 00 Unident ified 2 32 0 
0 
1 00 00 
1970-73 3 00 Totals 99 25 6 43 
1974-78 2 1 N 2775 (pp . )  681 (tables) 16l (tables ) 43  
1970-78 4 3 1 1 00 
*Volumes lis ted in footnote 
1961-78 3 1 1 00 
**Not included in other columns . 
Percent of 
all tables , 
1961-78 15 18 5 5 1 
N 88 137 33 31 1 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 .  O f  course , historians , especially economic his torians , have always 
counted or used implicitly quantitative phrases such as "more , "  
"less , "  "most , "  etc. But the rapid development in social science 
theory and s tatistical methods in the pos twar era and the continuing 
revolutio n  in data process ing technology have g iven a qualitatively 
d ifferent cast to quantitative history in the last two decades . 
2 .  
3 .  
Benson, "Research Problems i n  American Political Historiography , "
' 
reprinted in his Toward the Sc ientific Study of History 
(Philadelphia , 1972) , 3-8 0 ,  and The Concept of Jacksonian Democracy : 
New York as a Test Case (Princeton, 1961) ; Conrad and Meyer , in 
Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, The Reinterpretation 
of A merican Economic History (New York, 1971) , 342-361; Curti, The 
Making of an American Community: A Case Study of Democracy in a 
Frontier County (Stanford , California , 1959) . 
All of the quotations are from C .  Vann Woodward ,  "History and the 
Third Culture , "  Journal of Contemporary History , III (April , 1968) , 
29-30 . 
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4 .  Woodward ,  "Third Culture , "  30,  24 . For a similar response, see 
Harold D .  Woodman, "Economic History and Eco nomic Theory , "  Journal 
of Interdisciplinary History, III(l97 2 ) , 323-350 . The "sectarian" 
epithet is in widespread use. See,  e.g . , Jack H .  Hexter , "Fer nand 
Brandel and the Monde. Br audellien, " Journal of Modern History, XLIV 
(1972) ' 38 6 .  
5 .  Aydelotte , Quantificat ion in History (Reading , Massachusetts . ,  1971) , 
34 ; Robert P .  Swierenga , "Clio and Computers : A Survey of Computer­
ized Research in History , "  Computers and the Humanities , v (1970) , 5 .
6 .  Benson, Concept of Jacksonian Democracy; Paul Kleppner , The Cross 
of Culture : A Social Analys is of Midwestern Politics, 1850-1900 
(New York , 1970) , Michael F. Holt , For ging a Major ity : The Formation 
of the Republican Par ty in P itts burgh, 1848-1860 (New Haven, 
1969) ; Ronald P. Formisano, The Birth of Mass Political 
Parties : Michigan, 1827-1861 (Princeton, 1971) ; Walter Dean 
Burnham, Cr itical Elections and the Mainsprings of American Politics 
(New York, 1970) ; William O. Aydelotte , "Voting Patterns in the 
British House of Commons in the 1840s , "  Comparative Studies in 
Society and History, V (1963) , 134-163; Joel H .  S ilbey , The Shrine 
of Party: Congressional Vot ing Behavior , 1841-1852 (Pit ts burg , 1967 ) ; 
Thomas B .  Alexander , Sectional S tress and Party Strength : A S tudy 
of Roll-Call Vo ting Patterns in the United States House o f  Repre­
sentatives , 1836-1860 (Nashville , 1967 ) . 
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7 .  Stephan Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress in a Nineteenth Century 
City (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1964) ; John Demos, A Lit tle 
Commonwealth : Family Life in Colonial P lymouth (New York, 1969) ; 
Philip Greven, Four Generations : Populatio n, Land and Family in 
Colonial Andover ( I thaca, 1970) , Kenneth A .  Lockridge, 
8 .  
9. 
A New England Town: The First Hundred Years (New York, 1970) ; 
Jackson Turner Main, The Social S tructure of Revolutio nary America 
(Princeton, 1965 ) . 
Fogel and Engerman, Reinterpretation; Purdue Faculty Papers in 
Economic History, 1956-1966 (Homewood, Illinois, 1967 ) . 
Robert W. Fogel, "The Specification Problem in Economic History, "  
The Journal of Economic History, XXVII (1967 ) , 283-308 ; Lance E .  Davis , 
" Specification, Quantification, and Analysis in Economic History, " 
in G .  R .  Taylor and L. F .  Ellsworth, eds . ,  Approaches to the Study 
of American Economic History (Charlottesville , Virginia, 1971) , 106-20 . 
10 . For a sampling, see Allan G .  Bogue, "United S tates : The ' New' 
Political History, "  The Journal of Contemporary History, III ( January, 
1968 ) , 5-28 ; Jerome M. Clubb and Howard W. Allen, "Computers and 
His torical Studie s , "  Journal o f  American History, u;v (1967 ) , 599-
607 ; Morton Ro thstein et al. , " Quantification and American History : 
an Assessment , "  in Herbert J ,  Bass,  ed . ,  The State of American 
History (Chicago, 1970) , 298-329;  Fogel, "The New Economic History : 
Its Findings and Methods , "  in Fogel and Engerman, Reinterpretation, 
1-12 . 
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11 . Harry S .  S tout, " Quantitative S tudies and the American Revolution, " 
Computers and the Humanities , X (197 6) , 257-64 . 
12 . Thernstrom, The Other Bostonians : Poverty and Progress in the 
American Metropolis , 1880-1970 (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 197 3) ; 
Fogel and Engerman, Time on The Cross, 2 vols . (Bos ton, 1974) ; 
Joan W. Scott, The Glassworkers of Carmaux: French Craftsmen 
and Political Action in a Nineteenth Century City (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1974) ; Thomas B.  Alexander and Richard E .  Beringer, 
Anatomy of the Confederate Congress : A Study of the Inf luences 
of Member Characteristics on Legislative Voting Behavior 
( Nashville, 197 2 ) . F .  Sheldon Hackney, Populism to Progressivism 
in Alabama (Princeton, 1969) ; James T, Lemon, The Best Poor 
Man's Country : A Geographical S tudy of Early Southeastern 
Pennsylvania (Baltimore, 197 2 ) . 
13 . For a sampling, see Atlantic, CCXXXIV (Augus t, 1974) , 78-8 2 ;  Connnentary, 
LVIII (August, 1974) , 68 ; New Yorker, L ( September 3 0 ,  1974) , 128-30 ; 
Newsweek, LXXXIII (May 6, 1974) , 77 ; Time, CIII (June 17 , 1974) , 98-100 . 
14 . Val R .  Lorwin and Jacob M. Price, The Dimensions of the Pas t :  
Materials, Problems, and Opportunities for Quantitative Work in 
History (New Haven, Connecticut, 1972) ; Gilbert Rozman, "County­
level and Prefectural-level Population Data in Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Century China, " and David M. Deal, "County Level 
Economic Data in Twentieth Century China, " both delivered at 
the December, 1978 meeting of the American Historical Association. 
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15 . David Burrows , "Style in Culture : Vivaldi, Zeno, and Ricci, " 
Journal of Interdis ciplinary History, 4 (1973) , 1-23 . 
16 . There is no accurate way to estimate the number of quantitative or 
so cial s cientif ic historians, for three reasons . First, publications 
which might be characterized as quantitative history appear in too 
wide a range of histor ical and social s cientific journals to keep 
track of -- in the American Economic Review and the Amer ican Political 
S cience Review, in Social Science Quar terly and Political S cience 
Quarterly, in Population S tudies and Computers and the Humanit ies --
as well as in many of the hundred or so s trictly historical j ournals . 
Second, many of the historians who employ quantifiable data or notions 
drawn from so cial science do so only occasionally and do not co nsider 
themselves "quantitative" historians, or shift their identities 
depending on the nature of their current research .  Th ird, many social 
scientis ts who deal from time to time or even most of the time with 
data drawn from the past do no t consider themselves primarily 
his torians . I t  therefore makes more sense to speak of changes in 
the use of numeric methods rather than in the s ize of a nonexis tent 
community of quantitative historians . 
17 . The eighteen-year period was chosen to balance the numbers of 
volumes before and after 197 0 .  Any graph o r  matrix containing at 
leas t s ix cell entries of actual numbers was counted as a table, 
whether it appeared in footnotes, appendices, or text, and whether 
18 . 
it was labeled as a f igure or table or not ,  Matrices or 
f igures not based on real numbers were ignored, as were all 
equatio ns unless the latter were grouped together to form 
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a table. It was not feasible to weight tables by the number 
of entries, but, in general, the s ize of tables grew over time . 
S ince all entries in Table 1 are based o n  raw data rounded off 
to two decimal places, the multi-year figures at the foot of 
the table may d iffer slightly from averages of the yearly figures . 
. 280 is the intercept term or the number of tables printed per 100 
pages in 1961 predicted by the equation. If the trend continues, in 
198 5 ,  the average j ournal will print 7 .5 tables per 100 pages 
( . 280 + 24 x . 302 = 7 . 528) . 
19. Thus, social his torians do no t appear to have noticed the extens ive
effort by sociologists,  political scientists, and economis ts to
overcome the so-called "ecological fallacy . "  Through the use of
regress ion and other techniques it is poss ible to tease a great deal
more reliable information about individuals from aggregate data than 
had been thought possible . For examples of the most recent work on
the topic, see John L .  Hammo nd, "New Approaches to Aggregate Electoral
Data, " Journal of Interdis ciplinary His tory, IX (197 9) , 4 7 3-92;
Laura Irwin Langbein and Allan J, Lichtman, Ecological Inference 
(Beverly Hills, Calif . ,  1978) , and Langbein and Lichtman's paper,
"Compar ing Tests for Aggregation B ias : Party Realig nment in the
1930s, "  presented at the 197 9  meeting of the Midwest Political 
S cience Association,
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27 . Some early enthusias ts seemed to believe , either naively or hopefully , 
that working with quantitative data and computers would necessarily 
compel historians to "follow the scientific method . "  Robert P .  Swierenga, 
"Computers and American History , "  Jour nal of American History, LX (1974) , 
1061; and similarly , Richard Jensen, "Quantitative American S tudies : 
The S tate of the Art , "  American Quarterly, XXVI (197 4 ) ,  2 27 . 
28 . Quotations from Charles Tilly , "Computers in Historical Analysis , "  
Computers and the Humanities , VII (1973) , 3 3 4 ;  and John B .  Sharpless 
and Sam Bass Warner , Jr . ,  "Urban History , "  American Behavioral 
Scientist ,  XXI (197 7 ) , 224 . S e e  also Joel H .  Silbey , "Clio and 
Computers : Moving into Phase I I :  1970-197 2 , " Computers and the 
Humanities , VII (197 2) , 7 9; Jerome M. Clubb, "The ' New ' History as 
Applied Social Science : A Review Essay , "  ibid . ,  IX (197 5 ) , 250-51 ; 
and my review of Kleppner , Third Electoral Era, forthcoming in 
Journal of American His tory . A systematic content analysis of 349 
articles published from 1967-76 in ten history j ournals found that 
only 37 percent of the articles contained explicit hypothesis tests 
and that even in the three most social scientific of the journals 
( the JEH, JIH, and JSocH) , only 44 percent of the articles were 
analytical in this sense . D .  N .  Sprague, "A Quantitative Assessment 
of the Quantification Revolution, " Canadian Journal of History, 
XIII (1978),  177-92 . 
29.  Critiques of Kuhn' s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 
(Chicago , 1962) include Stephen Toulmin, "Does the Distinction
Between Normal and Revolutio nary Science Hold Water? "  in Imre 
Lakatos and Alan Musgrave, eds . , Criticism and the Growth of 
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Knowledge (Cambridge,  England , 197 0) ,  3 9-48; and John Urry, "Thomas 
S .  Kuhn as Sociologist of Knowledge , "  British Journal of Sociology, 
XXIV (197 3 ) ,  469. It may be , of course ,  that the his torical 
discipline is in a pre-scientific stage, and that it is the initial 
acceptance of a paradigm, rather than replacement of one by another, 
which is at issue . Or perhaps history is not sufficiently like 
physics , on which Kuhn ' s  notions were primarily base d ,  for the 
concept of paradigm shifts to be s trictly applicable to the discipline . 
30, By "scientific" here I do not mean that historians will discover 
31.  
universal laws , but merely that they will establish a widespread 
consensus among scholars on a set of important if narrow facts ( for 
example , that slavery was profitable for the average master) , that 
their findings will be replicable , and that sys tematic research 
which builds on earlier firmly grounded results is possible . I n  
this sense,  history has always been scientific t o  a degree . The 
difference is that much social scientific theory , especially in 
economics ,  is based on explicit assumptions and statistical methodolgy 
on explicit rules of inference , and that the range of facts which can 
be established by such means is comparatively wid e .  A similar dis-
tinction is drawn in Stanley L. Engerman, "Recent Developments in 
American Economic History , "  Social Science History II (1977) , 78 . 
Some historians have read Robert W. Fogel ' s  " coy essay The Limits of 
Quantitative Methods in History , "  A · Hi i 1 merican s tor ca Review, LXXX 
(197 5 )  329-50, as implying fairly severe restrictions on the ability 
of such methods to trans form the discipline . Read carefully and in 
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20 . For an example,  see Michael P .  Weber and Anthony E. Boardman , 
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